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Abstract — A novel scheme for blind source separation of nonlinearly mixed signals is developed using a 
hybrid system based on radial basis function (RBF) and feedforward multilayer perceptron (FMLP) networks. 
In this paper, the development of proposed RBF-FMLP network is discussed which hinges on the theory of 
nonlinear regularisation. The proposed network uses the local and global mapping bases simultaneously to 
perform both signals separation and reconstruction of continuous signals as well as signals that exhibit high 
degree of fluctuation. The parameters of the proposed system are jointly estimated using the generalised 
gradient descent approach and thereby renders the training process relatively simple and efficient in 
computation. Simulations of both synthetic and speech signals have been undertaken to verify the efficacy of 
the proposed scheme in terms of speed, accuracy and robustness against noise. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
For almost a decade, blind source separation (BSS) using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) has 
received considerable amount of attention because of its simplicity and versatility in many signal processing 
applications [1-2]. The goal of ICA is to recover independent sources given only sensor observations that are 
unknown linear superposition of the unobserved independent source signals. However, in general and for 
many practical problems, the mixed signals are more likely to be nonlinear or subject to some kind of 
nonlinear distortions due to sensory or environmental limitations which can be empirically modelled as  
 
( )( )2 1( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )t f t t t t= + = + +x s n B h B s  n    (1) 
 
where [ ]TN tststst )()()()( 21 = , [ ]TN txtxtxt )()()()( 21 =  and [ ]1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) TNt n t n t n t=n   are the original 
source signals, spatially observed signals and sensory noise, respectively, { }21,  are the NN ×  mixing 
matrices,   is the 1×N  bias vector and [ ] TNhhh )()()()( 21 ⋅⋅⋅=⋅   is a set of the nonlinear functions 
characterising  the amount of nonlinearity in the mixing model. As linear BSS algorithms are not applicable 
in this model, the search for nonlinear solutions to the problem becomes paramount [3]. Therefore the need to 
study signal separation for nonlinear mixtures is of great importance at both theoretical and practical levels.  
 
Extension of existing theories and methods to nonlinear BSS is not straightforward and so far, there have 
only been few initial attempts in this field [3-19]. However, the reported performances have been 
disappointing due to problem uniqueness and/or computational complexities. Kernel ICA proposed by 
Harmeling et al [4] which is a nonlinear extension of standard PCA uses a variant of canonical correlation 
analysis to separate nonlinearly mixed signals but the method is rather heuristic and the selection of nonlinear 
transformations to higher dimensional space is limited. Parra [5] uses the idea of volume conserving 
sympletic transformations which works well only for weakly nonlinear mixed signals. The self-organising 
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map (SOM) has been used in [6-7] but suffers from both network complexity and interpolation errors for 
continuous phase signals. It is also known that SOM is only applicable to a certain class of nonlinear 
functions in the mixture. Tan et al [8] proposed a radial basis function (RBF) network in which the hidden 
layer constitutes a set of Gaussian basis but the performance is limited to smooth nonlinear functions and 
continuous source signals. Higher order statistics combined with Genetic algorithm has also been proposed in 
[9] at the expense of immensely heavy computational complexity. Nested form of neural network models 
based on nonlinear ICA algorithms developed by Burel [10] which were later modified by Taleb and Jutten 
[11], Valpola et al [12-13] and Yang et al [14] are more structured and reported to produce better results than 
SOM models. These results were further enhanced through generalising the demixer architecture to a 
Feedforward Multilayer Perceptron (FMLP) employing the class of zero preserving continuously 
differentiable nonlinear function with variable gradient [17]. For a comprehensive survey on current and 
previous works in nonlinear BSS, readers are referred to [18]. 
 
The organisation of the paper is as follows: Section 2 examines the core problems facing current nonlinear 
ICA techniques and discusses the motivations behind the proposed work. The development of the proposed 
contrast function and the derivation of the update algorithm are detailed in Section 3 while Section 4 presents 
two experimental studies and compares the proposed algorithm with existing methods. Finally, Section 5 
summarises the proposed work. 
 
2. MOTIVATIONS 
 
Nonlinear blind signal separation problem is fundamentally an ill-posed inverse problem in two aspects. 
Firstly, there exists infinite number of invertible mappings that can transform a set of independent source 
signals into another set of independent random variables. However, these random variables are not the 
original source signals but are nonlinearly related to the source signals; hence the uniqueness criterion is 
violated. Secondly, the unavoidable presence of additive noise or some form of imprecision in the observed 
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signals adds uncertainty to the signal reconstruction. In particular, if the noise level is too high, it is possible 
for the continuity criterion to be violated. A natural way of regularising the solution consists in looking for 
separating mappings belonging to a specific subspace ( )   parameterised by  . To characterise the 
indeterminacies for this specific model ( )   we need to examine the independence preservation equation 
which states that for all A  within NC  where NC  is an σ-algebra on N , there exists 
 
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )N N N NA H Adp s dp s dp s dp y dp y dp y=     (2) 
 
Denoting   as the set of transforms that preserve independence and   as the set  
 
( ){ 1 1 2 2( ), ( ), , ( ) \ ( ) , ( ) is independent}N Np s p s p s H H= ∃ ∈ ∩	       (3) 
 
of all source signal distributions 
1
( ) ( )N i i
i
p p s
=
= ∏s  for which there exists a non-trivial mapping :H →s y  
belonging to the model   and preserving the independence of the components of the source signals s . 
Ideally,   should be empty but this cannot be achieved. According to Darmois theorem [18,19], in the case 
of linear model,   will contain signal distributions with more than one gaussian signal and hence signal 
separation is not possible. Signal separation is possible only when ( )p ∈s   where   is the complement of 
 . The separability of the signals occurs when H ∈ ∩T   is an identity matrix (which may also include the 
product of a permutation matrix and a diagonal matrix). The indeterminacy is then given by ∩T   which 
represents the order, sign and scale ambiguities. In the general case where the mapping H  has no particular 
form, which usually occurs in nonlinear model, independence preservation is a weak constraint for ensuring 
signal separability. Note that T  is not limited to the set of linear transforms in order to preserve 
independence and in general, T  does not depend on A . By using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation 
procedure in linear algebra space, it is possible to show that there exists infinite number of non-trivial 
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transformations H  which still ‘mix’ the source signals while preserving the statistical independence of 
transformed outputs [18]. Hence signal separation of general nonlinear mixture is impossible by resorting 
only to statistical independence. To overcome the ill-pose nature of the problem, some form of regularisations 
would need to be imposed. Ideally, the criterion are to design a demixer to output independent components 
that resemble the original source signals and the difference between these components and the source signals 
is smooth. One approach is to impose some form of signal constraints as regularisers to control the waveform 
of the estimated signals [8]. Another approach is to reduce the number of non-trivial mappings by imposing 
some form of structural constraints on the demixing model such that the global mixing-demixing system has 
certain desirable input-output mappings [20]. In this paper, both the signal and structural constraints are 
jointly used to regularise the effects of the indeterminacy resulted from the independence preservation rule. In 
terms of set theory, our aim is to reduce the cardinality in the set \ ( )∩    that results in the transformed 
outputs ( )H   to be statistically independent where \ ( )H ∈ ∩   . This is achieved by overlapping another 
set   that contains the signal constraints on the existing set ( )\ ∩    such that the cardinality in the new 
set ( )( )\ ∩ ∩   
  is reduced. This will be detailed in Section 3 where signal constraints (as regularisers) 
in the form of cumulants matching are imposed on the estimated source signals. To further reduce the 
cardinality in ( )( )\ ∩ ∩   
 , the set   is confined to an even smaller set such that   contains only the 
smooth input-output mappings that will preserve the independence and the continuity in the reconstructed 
signals.  
 
The theory of regularisation on smooth input-output mapping has led to the development of radial basis 
function (RBF) demixing system [8] in which the hidden nodes are constructed by local mapping basis e.g. 
gaussian activation functions. Although the theory of RBF is mathematically elegant, from our investigated 
studies, it is found that the RBF performance degrades dramatically when the source signals are characterised 
with frequent discontinuities. The local mapping basis used by the RBF can approximate any smooth 
function; however, it misses those points where discontinuities are present. Moreover, the number of hidden 
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nodes required to achieve a considerable level of performance is high and this subsequently leads greater 
computational complexity and stringent time requirement for training the network parameters. Besides, the 
utilisation of a large number of hidden nodes very often undermines the convergence of the blind RBF 
demixer especially when the nodes are not properly located in the input space as demonstrated in this paper. 
This also has a strong bearing on how the parameters of the network are being initialised. In [17], a 
generalised scheme based on FMLP is developed which uses global features to approximate the input-output 
mappings of the inverse of the nonlinear mixture. For the same degree of accuracy, the FMLP generally 
requires smaller number of parameters than the RBF. However, its weaknesses stem from the use of a black 
box fitting approach which causes the FMLP to suffer from the ‘overfitting’ phenomenon and the global 
mapping problem in which the hidden neurons in the network tend to interact globally with each other thus 
resulting in an improvement at one point but deterioration at some other points. In light of above, it is evident 
that the weaknesses associated with the RBF can be complemented by the strength of the FMLP and vice 
versa. A hybrid that merges RBF and FMLP networks into a single operating system is therefore proposed. 
The proposed RBF-FMLP uses local and global mapping bases to approximate the input-output mappings so 
that the hybrid system is endowed with both smoothness and squashing characteristics, which are the vital 
ingredients in nonlinear signal separation i.e. both local and global properties of each individual universal 
approximator can be extracted to improve performance in constructing continuous signals as well as signals 
that exhibit high degree of fluctuation. Other approaches of combining local and global bases for nonlinear 
BSS have also been reported where a set of adaptive B-splines [16] or higher order polynomials [20] are used 
as the hidden neurons activation functions. The use of polynomials, however, usually incurs a high 
computational cost which needs to be taken into account during real-time implementation. 
 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF BLIND RBF-FMLP DEMIXING SYSTEM 
 
The architecture of the proposed hybrid RBF-FMLP nonlinear demixer is shown in Figure 1 in which the 
input-output relationship can be expressed as 
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where { }N
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, { }Njiijw 1,)2( = , { }Njjm 1=  and { }Njj 1=θ  are the RBF weights, FMLP weights, gradients and biases, 
respectively while ( ){ }Njjg 1=⋅ , { }Nkk 1=c  and { }Nkk 12 =σ  are the nonlinear hidden neurons activation function, 
location centres of the neurons and the width of the activation function. In this setting, { }N
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contrast function: 
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In above, ( )D ⋅ ⋅  is the mutual information of the demixer outputs [1-2] where ),,,()( 21 Nyyypp =yY  and 
{ }Niii yq 1)(~ =  are the joint and marginal probability density functions (pdf) respectively, and 
{ } { }{ }NiiNii 11212 ,,,,, === cMWW σ  is the vector-matrix representation of the parameters. The marginal pdfs 
can be estimated in many ways e.g. parametric-based approach using probability series expansion. Readers 
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are referred to [1, 2] for further details. The term ),( iii syf  is the constraint (or regulariser) constructed from 
the a priori information about the input signals and iα  is the scalar constant chosen to provide the required 
amount of weighting on the constraints. The symbol ‘ [ ]cum ⋅ ’ denotes the cumulants function and the order is 
defined by j  (See Appendix B). The mutual information is invariant under any invertible nonlinear function 
and as a consequence, it has undesirable effects in that the outputs of the demixer will be related to the input 
signals via an indeterminate nonlinear mapping. The core idea is therefore to find   such that (5) is 
minimised (to ensure statistical independence) while simultaneously ameliorating the effects of 
indeterminacy due to the trivial nonlinear mapping embedded in the combined mixing-demixing system. The 
latter being analogous to signal reconstruction [20] can be achieved by using the set of constraints which 
forces the demixer outputs to have identical cumulants up to the Mth order with respect to the original signals. 
It is not necessary that the signal constraints must be in the form of cumulants. Alternative measure can be 
based on moments matching. The motivation of using cumulants lies in its property of Gaussian noise 
suppression in the cumulant domain. In a compact expression, the outputs assume the form of 
( )ugWy += 2  with vWMu 1= , [ ]TNvvv 21=v  and 





−−=
2
22
1
exp i
i
iv cx
σ
. In addition, the 
contrast function in (5) may be expressed up to constant proportionality as 
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where a instantaneous sample estimator is used in the last line of (7). The proportionality sign in the second 
line of (7) is used because [ ]( ) log ( )h E p= − Xx x  is independent of the network parameters and therefore can 
be treated as a constant. The derivatives of the outputs with respect to the inputs are derived as follow: 
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The RBF-FMLP network is a function of the weights W1, W2, the gradient M, the derivatives of the FMLP 
nonlinearity { }ig	 , the location of the centre { }ic  and the width of the neurons { }2iσ . Denoting the change in 
(9) as )()()(  JdJdJ −+=  due to infinitesimal change in the network parameters d , we arrive at: 
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The space of the contrast function in (5) with respect to the matrix parameter iW  has been proven to be 
curvilinear and thus it is characterised by the Riemannian geometry [2,14]. In (10), id  defines a non-
integrable differential which spans a local linearised tangent space in the Riemannian curvilinear coordinates 
system. Hence, it is more appropriate to use the differential id  to locate the gradient of the contrast 
function. The term non-integrable means that we cannot find any matrix function ( )i i i=  W  that satisfies 
1
i i id d
−
=   and being so, we need to re-define the differential id  in the space of idW  so as to update 
matrix parameter iW  via 1i i id d
−
=   [23]. This approach follows closely with the concept of natural 
gradient used in linear ICA except that the present paper deals with a nonlinear demixing system based on the 
hybrid RBF-FMLP. The Riemannian geometry is not used for A  since the latter is only used for 
representation convenience for the distance between an input vector x  and the centres { }Nkk 1=c , and therefore 
it does not characterise the basis vectors for centres. 
 
3.1 Parameters Update. 
 
Equipped with the differentials, the derivations of the learning algorithms have now been substantially 
simplified. Starting with the output layer of the demixer, we have (see Appendix for derivation): 
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is the matrix whose entries constitute the step size for each element of the parameters, the update equation for 
the FMLP weights has been derived as follow: 
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where )()()()2( ttt f
r 	+=  is the score function associated with the output of the FMLP network. 
Proceeding in similar fashion, the update equation for the RBF weights becomes 
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where )()()()()( )2(2)1( ttttt Tg rWD	r +=  is the score function associated with the output of the RBF 
network. On the other hand, the update for the gradient matrix M is given by  
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where { }diag Q  denotes extraction of the diagonal values of matrix Q. The reason for extraction of the 
diagonal matrix is due to the structure that M is itself a diagonal matrix. As for the update of the threshold, 
we have 
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Similarly, the derivatives of the contrast function with respect to the width of the neurons take the form of 
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for all i where i  is the delta function having a unit entry at the thi  position. The location of the hidden 
neurons { }Nii 1=c  can be trained using the enhanced k-means clustering algorithm [21]. However, the overall 
convergence speed of the demixer and its efficiency in signal separation are highly dependent on the success 
of the RBF hidden neurons in capturing the underlying mixture distributions. Moreover, the clustering 
procedure can be an arduous task and is extremely slow especially in high dimensional space. To overcome 
these limitations, the centre location of the neurons can be jointly optimised with other parameters in which 
we have derived it to be 
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However, from (17) the stability of the centre location update is directly conditional upon the inversion of 
matrix )(tA , which is a function of { }Nii t 1)( =− cx . To avoid inverting an ill-conditioned matrix, the 
computation for 1−A  can be carried out by perturbing the matrix according to 1T T ε
−
	 
+ A AA I  with 1<<ε . 
Since TAA  is positive semi-definite, the perturbation will ensure that the inverse matrix is always stable. 
Although the use of centres update algorithm based on (17) will accelerate the convergence speed, its 
intrinsic matrix inversion requires heavy computation. To reduce the complexity of the centres update 
algorithm, (17) can be jointly used with the enhanced k-means clustering algorithm where the initial phase of 
the update algorithm will be implemented using (17) but as soon as convergence to steady state is apparent, 
the update algorithm can switch to the enhanced k-means clustering algorithm for fine tuning and tracking. 
The enhanced k-means algorithm does not interfere with the signal constraints since the latter will be dealt 
with by the FMLP sub-network. 
 
3.2 Step Size Update. 
 
Similar to parameters update in Section 3.1, the matrix of step sizes { }6 1)( =ii t  can also be adapted iteratively 
to optimise the speed of convergence. This can be achieved by using the adaptive step size method which 
adapts each step size continuously during the learning phase. In this work, the adaptation of the step sizes 
follows closely with [22] which is outlined below: 
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where b  and c  are two constants, )()1()1( )()()( ttt ijkijkijk ηηη −+=+∆  and )()( tijkη  represents the thkj ),(  
element of )(ti . Note that { }3 1)( =ii t  exist in the form of matrices whereas both )(4 t  and )(6 t  in vector 
form, and )(5 t  scalar. The term )(ijkV  measures the average of previous gradients and )(ijkG  is the current 
gradient which is given as follows: 
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From (18), it is noted that when )(ijkV  and )(ijkG  have the same sign, their product will be greater than zero 
which refers to the case of slow convergence and therefore, the step size should be arithmetically increased at 
each iteration. However, if their product results in negative sign, the step size will then be geometrically 
reduced as this implies that the parameters are oscillating. The slow increase and fast decrease of the step 
sizes is designed to avoid divergence. On the other hand, their product is zero this evidently means that either 
a solution is reached or that the algorithm has converged to one of the local minima. At this point, it is 
imperative to randomly perturb the current parameters a number of times to ascertain that a global minimum 
is attained. To reduce computational complexity, the average of gradients can be recursively estimated as 
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with t1=γ  where the average gradient )()( tV ijk  is taken over the batch learning period of ],1[ t . 
Alternatively, )(ijkV  can be computed based on the average of the past p  gradients rather than all previous 
gradients. In this case, to ensure stability γ  must be bounded between 0 and 1 (i.e. 10 ≤≤ γ ). If 1=γ  is 
used, then )()( tV ijk  depends only on the current gradient )()( tG ijk . At the other extreme, if 0=γ  is selected 
then )()( tV ijk  remains unaltered from the previous average gradient )1()( −tV ijk  which effectively relates to the 
initial value. 
 
3.3 Initialisations. 
 
Among all initialisation of parameters, the initial value of the gradient matrix M and the corresponding step 
size are most crucial in order to control the overall amount of nonlinearity embedded in the proposed hybrid 
system. If the gradients are initialised too largely, then the signals will be heavily warped by the nonlinearity 
of the FMLP hidden nodes. In general, we initialise IM β=)0(  with 1<<β  and 
{ } [ ](3)3(0) (0) 0.1,0.001jkjk η= ∈  so that a weakly nonlinear network is initially used in order to avoid early 
‘overfitting’. The constants ε  used in the matrix inversion, b  and c  in (18) are set to 0.1, 0.01 and 0.01, 
respectively. These values are obtained based on a set of Monte Carlo experiments carried out to determine 
the best range of step sizes that trades off between speed of convergence and accuracy. The weights in the 
FMLP and RBF sub-networks can be initialised as IWW == )0()0( 12  while the bias weights 0 =)0( . The 
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width of the RBF hidden neurons can be set according to { } [ ]2,21)0( 12 ∈=Niiσ  and the centres { }Nii 1)0( =c  
can be randomly drawn from a uniform distribution. The step size matrices are initialised as follows: 
( ) Ix 1212 )0()0()0( −+== d  where d  is a non-zero constant, 1 0075.0)0()0( 64 ==  (where 1  is a 
column vector whose entries are all unity) and 005.0)0(5 = . These initial values are task dependent and by 
no means optimal. Nevertheless, these values have been repeatedly performed on various experiments and the 
results obtained have confirmed the validity of the usage of such values. The selection of { } 1Ni iα = , in general, 
needs to take into account of functional form of the score function ( )t
 , the order M  used in the signal 
constraints and how accurately we want to trade off between achieving statistical independence and 
cumulants matching. From most experiments conducted so far by using the proposed technique, cumulants 
matching up to order 6M =  and the weighting factors { } 1 1Ni iα = =  being set such that each constraint in (5) is 
equally weighted have been used and the performances achieved have been very encouraging. However, we 
emphasise that { } 1Ni iα =  and the order M  used in the signal constraints are strongly interrelated and that the 
determination of the optimal values for both { } 1Ni iα =  and M  remains as an open issue. The following 
summarises the computational steps for the proposed scheme: 
 
Initialise: { } { }{ }NiiNii 11212 )0(,)0(),0(),0(),0(),0()0( === cMWW σ . 
For 0,1, 2,t =   
Compute: ( ))()()()()()( 12 tttttt vWMgWy += , [ ]TN tvtvtvt )()()()( 21 =v , 






−−=
2
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1
exp)( tt
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i
i cx
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Update the following: 
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2 2( 1) ( )t t+ ←W W  using (12) 
1 1( 1) ( )t t+ ←W W  using (13) 
( 1) ( )t t+ ←M M  using (14) 
( 1) ( )t t+ ←   using (15) 
2 2( 1) ( )i it tσ σ+ ←  using (16) 
( 1) ( )i it t+ ←c c  using (17) or/and enhanced k-means clustering algorithm 
End 
 
Note also that in updating the centres { } 1Ni i =c , it may be helpful to alternate between using the gradient 
adaptation as in (17) and the enhanced k-means clustering algorithm in order to preserve the accuracy in 
capturing the local variations of the observed signals and to enhance the convergence speed. 
 
4. RESULTS 
 
Two sets of experiments will be carried out in this section. Both are based on the MATLAB programming 
language. The first experiment uses source signals which are generated synthetically and are sub-gaussianly 
distributed whereas the second experiment uses recorded speech signals which are super-gaussianly 
distributed. In the first experiment, the source signals are given by 
[ ] [ ]1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) sgn[cos(160 )] sin(60 ) ramp( , ) sin(800 )T Ts t s t s t s t t t t tpi pi τ pi= =s  where ),( τtramp  defines the 
sawtooth function with width 16667.0=τ . The source signals are nonlinearly mixed according to  
 
( ) )()(tanh)( ttt nsWVx +=      (21) 
 
where V and W are 44 ×  non-singular matrices given as 
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W
  (22) 
 
and )(tn  is the noise component modelled as the white gaussian signal perturbing each sensor. Figures 2(a)-
(b) show the original source signals and the nonlinearly mixed signals at SNR=35dB, respectively. The 
following demixers2 are used:  
• Linear ICA [23] 
• RBF (4-24-4) [8] 
• FMLP (4-16-4) [17] 
• Proposed RBF-FMLP (4-16-8-4) 
The function )(~ ii yq  in (5) is approximated by using a cubic function since the source signals are sub-
gaussianly distributed. The recovered signals from each demixer are shown in Figures 3(a)-(f). Figure 3(a) 
shows the recovered signals from the Linear ICA where it is evident that linear scheme performs very poorly 
in retrieving the source signals. It is clearly visible from Figure 3(b) that the RBF demixer has successfully 
retrieved both sinusoidal sources but not those with rapid discontinuities such as the square and ramp 
functions. On the other hand, the FMLP demixer with signal constraints as shown in Figure 3(e) performs 
well in retrieving sources with rapid discontinuities but results in sharp distortion at some points of the 
sinusoidal sources. The best performance is achieved by the RBF-FMLP demixer with signal constraints 
(shown in Figure 3(f)) where continuous source signals as well as source signals that exhibit high degree of 
fluctuation are clearly retrieved. On the other hand, Figures 3(c) and (d) show the recovered signals when 
signal constraints are removed from the contrast function i.e. by setting 0iα =  for all i. It is clearly 
perceptible from both figures that both FMLP and the proposed network still render acceptable signal 
separation despite the absence of the constraints. However, the results yield substantially better performance 
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when the signal constraints are included as demonstrated in Figures 3(e) and 3(f). Table 1 shows the results of 
the signal constraints mismatches up to the 6th order cumulants between the source signals and the recovered 
signals as computed from (6) and summed for all i . The large numbers in Table 1 are dominated by the 
mismatches of the 6th order cumulant. Clearly with signal constraints, the recovered signals statistics are 
shaped more closely towards the original source signal statistics. The global rejection index proposed by 
Amari [23] is not appropriate as it is catered only for linear mixture. An alternative approach towards 
characterising the efficacy of each demixer, the following performance index is used: 
 
1
12 1
q
i
iq
ρ
=
 
= − 
 
      (23) 
where 
2 2
( [ ]) ( [ ])
[ ] [ ]
i i i i
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i i i i
E s E s y E y
E s E s E y E y
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∗	 
− − 
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− −   
    (24) 
 
where iρ  is the normalised cross-correlation. In (24), the notations ‘∗ ’ and ‘ ⋅ ’ denote the complex 
conjugate and absolute operation, respectively. The proposed performance index is essentially a variant of the 
mean square error criterion that implicitly takes into account the scale and phase reversal ambiguities. It is 
desirable to have the performance index as small as possible as this indicates the degree of similarity between 
the solution and the actual source signals. Figure 4 summarises the results of performance index based on a 
Monte-Carlo simulation of 100 realisations for each system under various signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). From 
the figure, it is clearly identified that the RBF-FMLP demixer has the lowest performance index under 
medium-to-high SNRs and degrades gracefully in the region of low SNRs. The FMLP is slightly worse than 
the proposed system under medium-to-high SNRs but is substantially degraded in low SNRs while the RBF 
performs better than the FMLP under noisy condition (low SNRs) due to its regularisation property but the 
achieved accuracy during signal reconstruction in the region of high SNRs is lower than the FMLP. Finally, 
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the performance attained by the linear ICA is the worst and falls far from optimal which points out the 
insufficiency of using linear model. 
 
In the second experiment, real-life speech signals are used. Three speech signals are recorded during 
measurements and are nonlinearly mixed according to ( ))(2tanh)( tt sWVx =  where V and W are 3 3×  
non-singular matrices with elements randomly chosen in ]1,0[ . The speech signals and the observed signals 
are plotted in Figures 5(a)-(b). The observed signals are then segmented into blocks of 1024 samples (with 
50% overlap between consecutive blocks) and are fed to the demixers. The previous four demixers are used 
with the following the structures: RBF (3-30-3), FMLP (3-21-3) and the proposed RBF-FMLP (3-18-12-3). 
All nonlinear demixers exploit the signal constraints. Linear ICA will be based on 3 input nodes and 3 output 
nodes. Since speech signal is super-gaussian, the marginal pdf can be approximated by 
)()()(~ 2 iiGii ysechypyq =  where )1,0()( Nyp iG =  is the zero mean, unit variance normal distribution [24]. 
Figures 6(a)-(d) show the results of the recovered signals from each demixer. The extracted signals from the 
RBF-FMLP show a high degree of resemblance with the original speech signals although it is visible that 
some of the peaks have been squashed by the nonlinearity of the hidden neurons activation functions and also 
the insertion of some residual speech signals during the silent period. In terms of processing speed, the 
computational complexity of each method has been measured in terms of average processing time based on a 
Pentium IV 3GHz processor with 2GB RAM memory. The result shows that Linear ICA, RBF, FMLP and 
the proposed method take approximately 18.5 sµ , 40.6 sµ , 48.7 sµ  and 61.6 sµ  per iteration, respectively. 
Comparing these numbers, it is perceived that the latter three approaches are augmented with relatively high 
computational intensity especially the proposed approach. Figure 7 charts the convergence trajectory of each 
demixer which is obtained by evaluating the performance index in (23). The plot clearly identifies the 
effectiveness of the proposed RBF-FMLP in comparison with other schemes in terms of convergence speed 
and steady-state solution. In particular, the proposed scheme renders a convergent rate of approximately 
0.075 unit/iteration, FMLP of 0.025 unit/iteration, RBF of 0.03 unit/iteration and Linear ICA of 0.011 
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unit/iteration. The fast convergence of the proposed method can be attributed to the productive interaction 
between the RBF and FMLP nodes in maximising the information transfer across the demixer through using 
the adaptive step sizes scheme. In terms of accuracy of the reconstructed signals as measured by the steady-
state solution, RBF-FMLP is twice more accurate than the FMLP, 3 times in the case of RBF and 7 times in 
the case of Linear ICA. From both Figures 4 and 7, it is noted that the proposed method has improved 
performance in terms of speed, accuracy and robustness against noise when compared to other methods at the 
expense of higher computational intensity. On the other hand, one might argue that the performance of the 
FMLP can be further enhanced by using more neurons in the hidden layer. However, this is not necessarily 
the case since additional hidden neurons implies a large size network and that larger size network can 
perform more complex functions which could potentially lead to non-trivial mappings that would result in 
extraction of arbitrary independent components. The latter is highly undesirable since it will lead to incorrect 
estimation of the original source signals. So far, the proposed method uses the Gaussian kernel and the 
sigmoidal class of non-constant, monotonic and continuously differentiable functions with variable gradient 
as the nonlinear activation functions for the hidden neurons in the first and second each layer, respectively. 
The optimal selection of the number of hidden neurons required in each layer and the determination of the 
most appropriate function for the hidden neuron activation function will have direct impact on the 
performance of the proposed method in separating mixed signals and reconstructing the source signals. This 
will constitute the subject of our future research. 
 
5. SUMMARY 
 
A hybrid neural network based on RBF and FMLP has been presented for blind source separation of 
nonlinearly mixed signals. The proposed demixing system is characterised by the RBF network which is 
located at the first module and then cascaded with the second module FMLP. Simulation results indicate that 
the proposed scheme yields an improved performance over the conventional RBF and FMLP, and also reveal 
the inadequacy of using the Linear ICA model in separating nonlinearly mixed signals. The superiority of the 
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proposed method can be accredited to the nonlinear regularisation property of the RBF-FMLP in constraining 
the demixing function to a smaller subset of solutions and thereby reducing the effects of non-trivial 
mappings that result in arbitrary independent components, the interplay of the local and global mapping bases 
in constructing continuous signals as well as signals that exhibit high degree of fluctuation and the robustness 
against noise via regularisation. 
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8. APPENDIX 
 
A. Differentiation of the contrast function with respect to the parameters. 
Denoting the change in the contrast function as )()()(  JdJdJ −+=  due to infinitesimal change in the 
network parameters d , we further arrive at the following from (10): 
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By considering the differentials of the above with respect to the differentials of the parameter set 
{ } { }{ }NiiNii 11212 ,,,,, === cMWW σ , we obtain the following: 
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B. Cumulants. 
The central moment for a random variable y  is defined as ( ) ( )( ) ( )n ny y yn E y m y m p y dyµ
∞
−∞
	 

= − = −     
where [ ]  ( )ym E y y p y dy
∞
−∞
= =  . By using this definition, we may define the cumulants up to the 8
th
 order as 
follows: 
1. [ ] ycum y m=  
2. [ , ] (2)ycum y y µ=  
3. [ , , ] (3)ycum y y y µ=  
4. ( )2[ , , , ] (4) 3 (2)y ycum y y y y µ µ= −  
5. [ , , , , ] (5) 10 (3) (2)y y ycum y y y y y µ µ µ= −  
6. ( ) ( )2 3[ , , , , , ] (6) 15 (4) (2) 10 (3) 30 (2)y y y y ycum y y y y y y µ µ µ µ µ= − − +  
7. ( )2[ , , , , , , ] (7) 21 (5) (2) 35 (4) (3) 210 (3) (2)y y y y y y ycum y y y y y y y µ µ µ µ µ µ µ= − − −  
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 
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Demixer 
Without signal 
constraints 
With signal 
constraints 
FMLP 32.187 10×
 
184.2
 
Proposed RBF-FMLP 31.712 10×
 
213.3
 
 
Table 1 
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Figure/Table Captions 
 
Figure 1. Proposed hybrid RBF-FMLP nonlinear demixer. 
 
Figure 2. Signals in experiment 1. 
(a) Original source signals.  
(b) Nonlinearly mixed (observed) signals. 
 
Figure 3. Recovered signals in experiment 1. 
(a) Linear ICA. 
(b) RBF. 
(c) FMLP without signal constraints. 
(d) RBF-FMLP without signal constraints. 
(e) FMLP with signal constraints. 
(f) RBF-FMLP with signal constraints. 
 
Figure 4. Performance index for each tested demixer in experiment 1. 
 
Figure 5. Signals in experiment 2. 
(c) Original speech signals.  
(d) Nonlinearly mixed (observed) speech signals. 
 
Figure 6. Recovered signals in experiment 2. 
(g) Linear ICA. 
(h) RBF. 
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(i) FMLP. 
(j) RBF-FMLP. 
 
Figure 7. Convergence of the performance index for each tested demixer in experiment 2. 
 
Table 1. Signal constraints mismatches. 
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Footnotes 
 
1
 Throughout the paper, the symbol ‘·’ appearing on top of a variable denotes the derivatives operator. In 
addition, the number of dots represents the order of derivatives. 
 
2
 The notation (x-y-z) denotes the size of the neural demixer with x input nodes, y hidden nodes and z output 
nodes while (x-y1-y2-z) denotes x input nodes, y1 hidden nodes in first layer, y2 hidden nodes in second 
layer and z output nodes. 
 
 
 
